WALL MURAL MEASURING & PREP
Once you have decided on the wall you want to enhance with a mural, you will need to decide
what portion of the wall you want covered.
A Full-Wall Mural will offer the greatest impact and, ultimately, the best value for your money.
Choosing to cover an entire wall will provide extraordinary drama and help transform a room
from ho-hum to incredibly chic.
A Partial-Wall Mural will add color, texture, interest, and (if you wish) provide a theme to your
space.
Once you have decided on the perfect size, measure the space several times to ensure
accuracy.

What Sizes Are Available?
Our Wall Murals start at a size of 8”x10” and have no maximum size. Murals wider than 52” will
be paneled and include a ¼” overlap for easy installation.
• Please contact a Sales Representative for all available stock sizes.

MEASURING TIPS
FULL-WALL
• Width: Measure the horizontal distance from corner
to corner.
• Height: Measure the vertical height at each corner,
as walls are never perfectly square. If the
measurements are different, select the greater of the
two.

PARTIAL-WALL
• Submit the exact measurements of your desired
mural space.

NOTE!
We create all custom-size murals based on the specific dimensions that you provide. To allow for
slightly uneven wall dimensions, we add an extra inch of bleed to the perimeter of your mural. This
extra material can be easily trimmed away after the mural’s installation is complete.
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PREPARING YOUR WALL FOR A CUSTOM MURAL
Proper wall preparation ensures that your wall will be “Mural/Wallpaper Ready”. If the wall is
prepared properly, the mural will adhere correctly and wall defects will not damage or detract
from the beauty of your mural. These steps will help ensure the best results for your mural and
also aid in its future removal.

BASIC STEPS FOR WALL PREPARATION

Remove old wallcovering.

Remove flaking paint

Repair any defects in
the wall surface & patch
any nail holes.

Remove picture hooks,
light fixtures, switch
plates & outlet plates.

Remove old paste,
grease & dirt with a
warm, mild detergent
solution. Rinse Well.

Paint wall, if necessary.
The best wall surface for
our murals is a wall
painted with two coats of
satin or semi-gloss paint.

SPECIAL NOTES:
NEVER adhere your mural to cinder block, paneling, heavily textured wall (such as “knock down”) or a slick surface
without properly prepping the wall to be “Mural/Wallpaper Ready.”
Avoid applying your mural to raw sheetrock or concrete. You can apply your mural to a concrete wall, but the wall
will first need two coats of satin or semi-gloss paint.

Your mural can be installed over an “Orange Peel” or smoother wall
surface and over walls that have been painted with color.
We recommend that your mural only be installed on smooth surfaces.

If you have any questions about preparing wall for installation, call a sign consultant with
Concept One at (615) 452-2900, or email us at sales@conceptonetn.com
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